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What happens when everything goes south within gaming communities, and children are severely affected without any 
adults noticing? With the help of 14-year old Victor, Ekot and P1 Documentary investigate cases were children have 
been harmed and abused, and the adult world has failed to take responsibility. The series deals with hatred, threats, 
murder plans, a school attack, grooming and murder.
In episode one: The Murder Plan, 14-year old Victor has a mission. After his best online friend planned and committed 
a school attack, Victor has decided to tell adults about things that go wrong within gaming communities. Communities 
he claims most adults don’t care about. The reporter promises to help Victor, and together they explore both the 
fantastic aspects of gaming, and the really dark things that go on in some communities.
We investigate what happened when Victor’s gaming friend, 12-year old John, started to plan a school attack, and no 
one put an end to it even though he wrote openly about it on gaming platforms. We also investigate what happened 
during the attack, and we examine the flaws in the police investigation.
In the following episode Victor helps the reporter create a gaming account for a made up
13-year old boy. The 13-year old gamer is groomed by a man who writes sexually abusive messages, sends nudes, and 
asks for nude photos of the 13-year old. The reporter goes to the man’s home and confronts him. The episode also 
exposes systematic flaws in police investigations of these types of crimes.
In the last episode the reporter finds 20-year old Maroon. He tells us about his friend who wrote to his gaming friends 
that he was planning to kill his own family. No one reacted, until he sent out photos of murdered family members.
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Comments from the Jury Group:
“An important and well documented piece of work. Nice use of the audio from the gaming.“
“A strong piece, due to the thorough investigation and the strong storytelling.“
“Exceptional piece. Very well written and the narrator is really engaging. Excellent use of dramatic art, excellent  
  investigation and relevant topic.“
“The author’s access to this dark world, closed to many adults, is extraordinary. The storytelling is perfect, as is 
  the cliffhanger at the end.“
“Great that it is told with help of the concerned gamers. Makes one think as adult. Storytelling drags you into 
  the story.“


